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Puppies don't know the rules.
It's up to us humans to teach
them and prevent accidents.
Frequent trips outside.

How potty training works:

 

POTTY
TRAINING



HOW TO TAKE YOUR PUPPY
FOR A POTTY BREAK

Pick a potty spot
"Outside?"
Leash puppy
Exit out same door
Carry/Walk puppy to spot
Plant your feet
Say "Go potty"
Wait 3 to 5 minutes



WHAT TO DO IF YOUR PUPPY
GOES POTTY

Praise them!
Give them a little more time in
case they need to go again.
Pick up poop.
Playtime, walk, etc.
"Potty clock" starts over.



WHAT TO DO IF YOUR PUPPY
DOES NOT GO POTTY

Carry/Walk puppy inside.
Put them in crate for 5-10 min,
or keep them attached to you
with a leash (SUPERVISION!)
Take them back outside.
Repeat as needed.



WHEN TO TAKE 
PUPPY OUTSIDE

After waking up
After eating or drinking
After playing
After training
Before confinement
Every 30 minutes (intervals can get
longer as pup matures)
If you notice them showing signs of
needing to potty



POTTY ACCIDENTS

Do NOT punish your puppy
Take them outside
Clean up accident with 

Assess the situation that 
      enzymatic cleaner

      lead to the accident



POTTY SIGNALS

Don't wait for your puppy to tell you
they need to go - just take them out.
Potty signals will come with time.
Stick to the potty schedule to avoid
accidents.
If you notice a potential signal, say
"outside?" and then give them a potty
break.



POTTY
TROUBLESHOOTING

Vet check - UTI?

Supervision

Shorten up intervals

Thorough cleanup



POTTY TRAININING
TIPS

Keep a journal

Drag leash

Pottying away from home



PUPPY
MANAGEMENT

CRATE
PEN
TETHER

 



CRATE
TRAINING

Not a natural thing for dogs
It's a trained skill
Crate size, location & bedding
Goal is for crate to be a
happy, calm place.



NIGHTTIME CRATE

Crate elevated next to your
bed (or on your bed)
Cover crate
A little fussing is okay, but if
they seem distressed, take
them out for a boring potty
break and then return them to
their crate.



DAYTIME CRATE

Create positive associations
Treats, meals, food toys

Naps happen in the crate
Make sure needs are met
Hang out near crate
Get busy, but stay boring
Integrate more out of sight time.
Utilize puppy's nap times to your
advantage.
Some fussing is okay, but if they are
panicked, take them out for a boring
potty break and assess situation.



PENS

Great for containing puppy
when they still have energy to
burn.
Give them lots of fun options.
Follow same crate training
principles for acclimating
puppy to being confined.



TETHERING

Good option for transition from
awake time to nap time.

Limits puppy's options.

Provide a bed, toys, chewing
options.

Stick close at first, then add in
more distance/movement.



See puppy doing something
you like and reward it.
Your puppy will start doing
that more.

What we reward gets repeated!

*keep treat jars around the house.
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QUESTIONS?


